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フッ化物イオン (F-): ネオ トリンを使
用する比色法によった.8)























第 2図 水 温 ～Cl~
150 C1~(mg/1)
















第 3図 深 度 と 温 度
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第 11図 U～Cl~の 関 係 等
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CHEMICAL STUDY ON SEKIGANE HOT SPRINGS,
TOTTORI-KEN
Masanobu SAKANOUE and Masaaki MIFUNE
The chemical and physical characteristics of the thermal and ground waters in
Sekigane Hot Springs were determined. The content of the following chemical
constituents was determined: Cl-, 50/-, HC03-, Ca2+, As, F, U and Ra.
The relationship between water temperature and depth of spring wens was found
to be indicative of the presence of a fissure, in agreement with the conclusion
reached geologically by Sugiyama.
The water temperature, the e1ectricconductivity and the content of chemical con-
stituents of the ground water were as expected markedly lower than those of the
thermal water. As a whole, however, the water temperature, the electricconductivity
and the content of SO/-, HC03-, Ca2+, As and F are in positive and linear corre-
lation with the Cl- content. In other words, these characteristics of the waters,
excluding the U and Ra content, correlate positively and linearly with each other.
This was interpreted to mean that a thermal water of high salinity is simply diluted
by a cold ground water of very low salinity, and that a ground water of relatively
high salinity is contaminated by thermal water.
The content of U and Ra of these spring waters is lower than that of the spring
waters in Ikeda, Shimane-ken, and Misasa, Tottori-ken, where radioactive springs
also issue.
Finally, it is concluded that As and F will be as useful as Cl- in chemically
locating a new site for a spring well in Sekigane because of the low contamination
due to human life of ground water by these elements.
